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Abstract

According to physicist Steven Weinberg (2018): (1) new theories that target new ob-

servations should be constrained to agree with observations successfully represented by

existing theories; and (2) the constraint to preserve successes of earlier theories is also a

guide that can lead to unanticipated understandings of yet other phenomena. We illus-

trate how Weinberg’s advice helps answer the question: in more turbulent times, how do

higher risks of skill losses coincident with involuntary layoffs (“layoff turbulence”) but also

with voluntary quits (“quit turbulence”) affect equilibrium unemployment rates? Earlier

theories that had included only layoff turbulence had established a positive relationship

between turbulence and the unemployment rate within generous welfare states like those

in Europe, but the absence of that relationship in countries without much of a welfare

state. An influential earlier paper found that even small amounts of quit turbulence would

lead to a negative relationship between turbulence and unemployment rates. We show that

that finding was based on a peculiar calibration of returns to labor mobility that not only

made the model miss the positive turbulence-unemployment rate relationship in the post

1970s data for European welfare states, but also miss observations about labor market

churning. Repairing the faulty calibration not only brings models with quit turbulence

into line with those observations but also guides us to shed light on labor market issues

in the US raised by Alan Greenspan (1998).
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“. . . often the most important constraint on a new theory is . . . that it should agree

with the whole body of past observations, as crystallized in former theories. . . . New

theories of course do not agree entirely with any previous theory – otherwise they

would not be new – but they must not throw out all the success of former theories.

This sort of thing makes the work of the theorist far more conservative than is often

thought.

The wonderful thing is that the need to preserve the successes of the past is not

only a constraint, but also a guide.” Weinberg (2018, p. 197)

1 Introduction and summary

This paper is a macro-labor economics variation on a theme of particle physicist Steven Wein-

berg (2018, ch. 24), who tells how science constrains new theories to incorporate successful

explanations offered by older theories. Besides analyzing a research question of significant

practical interest, our inquiry illustrates how to (1) introduce new forces to explain previously

neglected phenomena, while (2) being constrained to preserve earlier theories’ successes, and (3)

reaping unanticipated understandings of other interactions by being constrained by successes

of past theories.

Our context is alternative quantitative macroeconomic models of labor market frictions.

Macro-labor theory differs from particle physics and cosmology because, unlike those fields,

we have no widely accepted “standard model” for studying forces that shape an equilibrium

unemployment rate. Instead, there are (at least) three popular frameworks of frictional un-

employment each having persuasive advocates and skillful users: (1) matching models in the

Diamond-Mortensen-Pissarides tradition; (2) equilibrium versions of McCall (1970) search mod-

els; and (3) search-island models in the tradition of framework of Lucas and Prescott (1974).

Calibrated models of all three frameworks have been used successfully to reproduce data on

labor market flows and to generate plausible responses of unemployment rates to government

policies like unemployment insurance and layoff taxes. We have cause to revisit some of these

successes in this paper.

Our case study begins with well motivated efforts to add forces and phenomena that had

been excluded from a generalized McCall search model of adverse macroeconomic consequences

of interactions between microeconomic turbulence and European more generous welfare states

(Ljungqvist and Sargent, 1998). Increased turbulence had been modeled as an increase in the

rate of human capital loss coincident with an involuntary job loss (“layoff turbulence”). That

model explained systematically higher and persistent unemployment rates in Europe than in

the US since the late 1970s. Significantly, the model had assumed no loss of human capital

coincident with a voluntary separation from a job. The omission of “quit turbulence” from
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earlier quantitative explanations of equilibrium unemployment serves as the starting point of

our story because in 1998 an astute observer, Alan Greenspan (1998, p. 743), suggested that

a more hazardous job market had suppressed mobility among some employed workers and had

led to less upward pressure on wages:

“. . . the sense of increasing skill obsolescence has also led to an apparent willing-

ness on the part of employees to forgo wage and benefit increases for increased

job security. Thus, despite the incredible tightness of labor markets, increases in

compensation per hour have continued to be relatively modest.”

den Haan, Haefke and Ramey (2005, henceforth DHHR) cite these sentences at the beginning

of a paper that constructed and calibrated a matching model containing causal channels capa-

ble of representing forces stressed by Greenspan. Their model concisely expressed Greenspan’s

idea by including quit turbulence in the form of an immediate depreciation of a worker’s hu-

man capital that in turbulent times could be triggered by a worker’s decision to quit a job.

DHHR reported a calibrated version of their model that affirmed the quantitative significance

of Greenspan’s hunch: even a small amount of quit turbulence gave workers strong enough

second thoughts about quitting to reduce quits and job reallocation substantially.

But DHHR’s success in representing and quantifying Greenspan’s intuition had important

ramifications for other quantities and prices. In particular, DHHR found and chose to stress

that adding even a small amount of quit turbulence to their matching model removed and

reversed the unemployment-increasing interactions between layoff turbulence and generosity of

welfare states that was the foundation of the earlier work that had explained trans-Atlantic

differences in unemployment rates.

Does DHHR’s innovative analysis of quit turbulence satisfy Weinberg’s constraint both

in terms of earlier research on turbulence and more generally in terms of preserving widely

shared successes across macro-labor frameworks? With respect to earlier research on turbulence,

DHHR actually stress that when they formalize and quantify Greenspan’s idea they no longer

explain the observed trans-Atlantic unemployment rate differences that earlier theories with

turbulence had captured. But playing devil’s advocate against Steven Weinberg, could DHHR’s

analysis be a convincing demonstration of the lack of robustness of that early explanation of

those differences to (1) adding quit turbulence, and (2) using a matching model rather than a

generalized McCall equilibrium search model? To study these questions, we must establish what

accounts for the different outcomes. Was it adding quit turbulence? Or was it abandoning the

extended McCall framework in favor of the matching framework? Or might the differences be

traced to a peculiar feature of DHHR’s analysis? Answering these questions will also shed light

on a fatal flaw of DHHR’s analysis that makes it impossible to preserve some key quantitative

successes widely shared across earlier macro-labor models.
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An influential interim answer to these questions was offered in the Handbook of Economic

Growth by Hornstein, Krusell and Violante (2005, section 8.3). They interpreted the DHHR

finding as indicating lack of robustness of the earlier explanation of those trans-Atlantic unem-

ployment rate differences, leading them to doubt its validity:

“. . . once the Ljungqvist and Sargent mechanism is embedded into a model with

endogenous job destruction, the comparative statics for increased turbulence are re-

versed, i.e., unemployment falls. The reason is that as the speed of skill obsolescence

rises, workers become more reluctant to separate, and job destruction falls.”

We say that this is only an “interim” answer to our questions because Hornstein et al. (2005) did

not isolate the origin of DHHR’s finding in terms of specifications of preferences, technologies,

and timing protocols that give rise to it. This paper finds that source. The process of doing

that illustrates the power of Weinberg’s insight “that the need to preserve [earlier successes of

macro-labor models] is not only a constraint, but also a guide”.

1.1 Stages of inquiry and specific findings

Our formal inquiry consists of three stages. First, as a natural starter, we incorporate quit

turbulence into yet another matching model to see if the findings are similar to those of DHHR.

A most suitable candidate for that purpose is the matching model of Ljungqvist and Sargent

(2007, henceforth LS),1 which had served as a robustness analysis to show that the positive

turbulence-unemployment relationship in the extended McCall search framework of Ljungqvist

and Sargent (1998, 2008) also holds up in the matching framework. While that original turbu-

lence theory had only assumed skill loss at involuntary separations, we now also include risk of

skill loss at voluntary separations. We then find that the matching model analyses of DHHR

and the version of the LS model augmented to incorporate quit turbulence disagree sharply.

Instead of DHHR’s finding that a small amount of quit turbulence can overturn the positive

turbulence-unemployment relationship in the DHHR matching model, it takes large amounts

of quit turbulence to have any such dramatic impact on what is evidently a robust relationship

in the LS matching model.

Having established that DHHR’s remarkable findings are not indigenous to matching models

as a class, the second stage of our inquiry is to uncover what explains the puzzling differences in

outcomes. Specifically, we note that the LS and DHHR frameworks differ in three dimensions,

two in terms of the model structure, and one regarding the parameterization of productivity

1LS acknowledged Wouter den Haan, Christian Haefke, and Garey Ramey for generously sharing their
computer code, which LS then augmented in various ways, adding features to be examined here. Also, as
indicated in footnotes 8 and 16 below, the current paper was preceded by a related, but distinctly different,
exchange of views between den Haan, Haefke and Ramey (2001) and Ljungqvist and Sargent (2004).
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distributions. One structural difference is that LS adopt the standard assumptions of free entry

of firms and a zero-profit equilibrium condition for posting vacancies, while DHHR assume

fixed measures of both firms and workers. The other structural difference is that LS assume

that skill upgrades are immediately realized, while DHHR assume that a worker who receives

a skill upgrade must remain with the present employer for one period in order to complete

the higher skill level. Even though these two structural differences have substantively different

consequences for vacancy and wage bargaining outcomes, it turns out that they do not change

the qualitative pattern of unemployment dynamics. It turns out that the explanation of our

puzzle lies in the third difference, namely, the parameterization of productivity distributions.

Specifically, the source of DHHR’s exceptional findings about quit turbulence is that they

calibrate parameters that set returns to labor mobility so small that even a small mobility cost

would shut down voluntary separations.

Having found the source of the puzzle, in order to analyze forces at play further and to

strengthen our point about labor mobility, the third stage of our inquiry conducts an analysis

of layoff costs. Introducing small layoff costs in tranquil times closes down voluntary separations

in the DHHR framework, which illustrates the sensitivity of outcomes to the DHHR param-

eterization of productivity distributions. Therefore, a small government mandated layoff cost

(or any small mobility cost, such as a tiny risk of skill loss when quitting) has counterfactually

large effects of suppressing unemployment by shutting down voluntary separations.

1.2 General inference

Our refutation of DHHR’s claim extends to DHHR’s proposed mechanism in general. The logic

here goes as follows. On the one hand, DHHR’s hypothesis that small risks of human capital

loss at voluntary separations would cause workers to choose not to separate relies on returns

to labor reallocation being small. On the other hand, returns to labor reallocation have to be

large in any model that has a chance of being consistent with evidence that relatively high layoff

costs in European welfare states have had rather small impacts on unemployment outcomes.2

These irreconcilable requirements about rates of return to labor reallocation imply a strong

quantitative presumption against DHHR’s claim that the turbulence theory is not robust to the

addition of quit turbulence. Specifically, when returns to labor mobility are calibrated to con-

form with the historical evidence on layoff costs, there emerges a strong quantitative presump-

tion that the addition of quit turbulence cannot overturn a positive turbulence-unemployment

relationship.

Our macro-labor detective project illustrates Steven Weinberg’s observation that the need

2See e.g. Nickell (1997, p. 66) for an account of substantial measures of employment protection in European
welfare states, and the common conclusion of “rather small” impact on unemployment outcomes.
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to preserve implications of earlier theories serves as both constraint and guide. Thus, we

have managed to incorporate the quit turbulence that was evidently on Alan Greenspan’s

mind in 1998 while preserving earlier findings of adverse interactions between welfare-state

generosity and average unemployment levels. With that extension in hand, we have gone on

to show how the same model reconciles the presence of high layoff costs with observed levels

of unemployment. Evidently, earlier models exhibit returns to labor reallocation that are large

enough to generate observed rates of churning of labor in the presence of some heavy-handed

government interventions that raise layoff costs. Thus, in the macro-labor economics project

reported here, respecting quantitative successes of earlier theories has indeed functioned both as

constraint and guide. Our findings cause us to suggest that Hornstein et al. were misled when

they accepted DHHR’s conclusion about the effects of quit turbulence on unemployment. To

the contrary, adding a well calibrated amount of quit turbulence does not reverse the positive

turbulence-unemployment relationship in a welfare state. As a further illustration of dividends

that accrue from using our model as a guide, in the spirit of Weinberg, we return in our

concluding section to have a conversation with Alan Greenspan in light of what our extended

model with quit turbulence has taught us.

2 A road map to analysis

A modelling challenge is how to represent the uncontroversial observation that job separators

differ in terms of more or less favorable circumstances when separating from their work. For

example, workers with valuable skills who separate in order to find better-paying jobs differ

from laid-off workers whose skills are no longer in demand due to e.g. changing technology or

their type of work ‘moving abroad’ to low-wage countries.

To capture such differences, DHHR retain the category of involuntary separations from

earlier theories, with the continuing interpretation that those represent the most unfavorable

circumstances for job separators, i.e., the highest risks of skill loss. In addition to such layoff

turbulence, DHHR introduce quit turbulence for workers who voluntarily separate from jobs

after draws of poor job-specific productivities at their current employment. Those voluntary

separations are thought to represent workers with more favorable circumstances; both in terms

of having the opportunity to continue working after shocks to productivity at their current

employment, as well as, conditional on separating, facing lower risk of skill loss (as compared

to workers suffering involuntary separations).

Given this setup, DHHR investigate whether or not the turbulence theory is robust to

the introduction quit turbulence, by measuring how high the risk of skill loss at voluntary

separations relative to involuntary separations, need to be in order to generate a negative rather

than positive turbulence-unemployment relationship. Hence, the reason for DHHR declaring a
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lack of robustness is their finding that the turbulence-unemployment is negative already at very

low skill loss probabilities for voluntary separators relative to that of involuntary separators:

“. . . allowing for a skill loss probability following [voluntary] separation that is

only 3% of the probability following [involuntary] separation eliminates the positive

turbulence-unemployment relationship. Increasing this proportion to 5% gives rise

to a strong negative relationship between turbulence and unemployment.” (DHHR,

p. 1362)

It is surprising and difficult to understand how introducing probabilities of events so small can

have such large effects on equilibrium outcomes. In contrast to DHHR’s findings, when we

introduce skill losses at times of voluntary separations into the LS model, we find only small

effects on outcomes: quit turbulence has to be about 50% of layoff turbulence and both kinds of

turbulence must be high before quit turbulence can suppress unemployment relative to tranquil

zero-turbulence times.

As mentioned above, the LS and DHHR frameworks differ in the following three dimensions.3

Our strategy to detect the guilty suspect is to start with the LS model and successively make

one perturbation at a time, each perturbation being designed to isolate the role of one suspect.

In Appendix B, we start from the DHHR model and work through the perturbations in reverse.

Both procedures convict the same suspect.

1. Suspect 1: Labor market tightness. LS adopt the standard assumptions that free

entry of firms and a zero-profit equilibrium condition for posting vacancies determine

labor market tightness; while DHHR assume that measures of both firms and workers are

fixed and equal, which in turn delivers an exogenous market tightness equal to one.

Verdict: Not guilty. With endogenous market tightness, higher turbulence decreases mar-

ket tightness as the “invisible hand” makes adjustments to restore the profitability of

firms; lower tightness means lower job finding rates and unemployment increases. This

force is not present in the DHHR structure with its exogenous market tightness and thus,

no increase in unemployment comes from this channel. Nevertheless, DHHR’s omission of

this force does not change the qualitative pattern of unemployment dynamics, so changing

from endogenous to exogenous market tightness fails to explain the puzzle.

3A fourth difference is DHHR’s “simplifying assumption” that quit turbulence also applies to job seekers,
i.e., after an encounter between an unemployed worker and a vacancy that does not lead to an employment
relationship, the worker is exposed to the same risk of skill loss as if she had quit from a job. We omit this
assumption since DHHR make it for computational tractability, and it is not part of DHHR’s argument. While
omitting this assumption does not affect the qualitative pattern of unemployment dynamics in the DHHR model
as shown in Appendix B, Appendix C explains how it would significantly suppress unemployment in the LS
model.
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2. Suspect 2: Timing of completion of skill upgrade. LS assume that skill upgrades

are immediately realized and, upon skill upgrades, workers draw new productivities. In

contrast, DHHR assume that a worker who receives a skill upgrade must remain with the

present employer for one period in order to complete the higher skill level,4 and that a new

productivity is drawn from a distribution whose lower support is equal to the endogenous

reservation productivity of a worker at that higher skill level (and therefore, a worker who

has just received a skill upgrade will remain employed for at least one more period).

Verdict: Not guilty. The alternative assumptions affect a worker’s bargaining position vis-

à-vis a firm. Delayed completion effectively erodes the bargaining power of a worker who

experiences a skill upgrade. As a result, under delayed completion, wages become negative

in periods of skill upgrades (firms extract rents from workers). Yet, these very different

outcomes do not change the qualitative pattern of unemployment dynamics and hence,

do not resolve the puzzle.

3. Suspect 3: Productivity distributions. LS postulate truncated normal distributions

with a wide support, whereas DHHR assume uniform distributions with a narrow support.

Verdict: Guilty! The DHHR parameterization delivers much weaker incentives for workers

to transit between jobs, even in tranquil times. Hence, any small cost to mobility causes

voluntary quits to shut down. After we adjust DHHR’s parameterization to account

for observed unemployment dynamics, a positive relationship between turbulence and

unemployment reemerges.

The paper proceeds as follows. Section 3 develops a matching framework with turbulence

that builds on the models of LS and DHHR. Section 4 documents the puzzle, dissects the forces

at work, and detects the culprit. Section 5 conducts the layoff tax analysis. Section 6 offers

concluding remarks. Auxiliary material and explorations are relegated to Appendices A–C.

3 A matching framework with turbulence

The LS matching model has ‘layoff turbulence’ in the form of worse skill transition probabilities

for workers who suffer involuntary layoffs. We augment the model to include ‘quit turbulence’

– worse skill transition probabilities for workers who experience voluntary quits – as in the

DHHR model. The following description is an account of that augmented LS model that notes

carefully where it differs from the DHHR model.

4Contingent on remaining with his present employer, a worker experiencing a skill upgrade in the DHHR
model will also realize the higher skill level immediately. To capture this notion of contingency, we use the term
‘completion’ of a skill upgrade.
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3.1 Environment

Workers Consider a unit mass of workers who are either employed or unemployed. Workers

are risk neutral and value consumption, with preferences ordered according to

E0

∞∑
t=0

βtct. (1)

They discount future utilities at a rate β ≡ β̂(1 − ρr), where β̂ ∈ (0, 1) is a subjective time

discount factor and ρr ∈ (0, 1) is a constant probability of retirement. A retired worker exits

the economy and is replaced by a newborn worker.

Worker heterogeneity Besides employment status, workers differ in two dimensions: a

current skill level i that can be either low (l) or high (h) and a skill level j during a last

employment spell that in turn determines an entitlement to unemployment benefits. Workers

gain or lose skills depending on their employment status and instances of layoffs and quits. A

worker bears two indices (i, j), the first denoting current skill and the second denoting benefit

entitlement. We assume that all newborn workers enter the labor force with low skills and a

low benefit entitlement.

Firms and matching technology There is free entry of firms who can post vacancies at

a cost µ per period. Aggregate numbers of unemployed u and vacancies v are inputs into

an increasing, concave and linearly homogeneous matching function M(v, u). Let θ ≡ v/u

be the vacancy-unemployment ratio, also called market tightness. The probability that an

unemployed worker encounters a vacancy is λw(θ) = M(v, u)/u = M(θ, 1) ≡ m(θ), which

is increasing in market tightness. The probability that a vacancy encounters an unemployed

worker is M(v, u)/v = m(θ)/θ, which is decreasing in market tightness.

Difference from DHHR

There is a fixed unit mass of firms. Since there are no costs for posting vacancies, a firm

without a worker always chooses to post a vacancy, so θ = 1 always.

Worker-firm relationships and productivity processes A job opportunity is a produc-

tivity draw z from a distribution vi(z) that is indexed by the worker’s skill level i. We assume

that the high-skill distribution first-order stochastically dominates the low-skill distribution:

vh(z) ≤ vl(z). Wages are determined through Nash bargaining, with π and 1 − π as the

bargaining weights of a worker and a firm, respectively.

Idiosyncratic shocks within a worker-firm match determine an employed worker’s produc-

tivities. Productivity in an ongoing job is governed by a first-order Markov process with a
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transition function Qi, also indexed by the worker’s skill level i, where Qi(z, z
′) is the proba-

bility that next period’s productivity becomes z′, given current productivity z. Specifically, an

employed worker retains his last period productivity with probability 1 − γs, but with proba-

bility γs a new productivity is drawn from the distribution vi(z), i.e., the same distribution as

a worker of that skill level would face in a new match. Additionally, a worker’s skills may get

upgraded from low to high with probability γu. A skill upgrade is accompanied by a new pro-

ductivity drawn from the high-skill distribution vh(z). A skill upgrade is realized immediately,

regardless of whether the worker remains with his present employer or quits.

Difference from DHHR

A worker experiencing a skill upgrade draws a new productivity from a transformed

version of vh(z); namely, the distribution is truncated from below at the reservation

productivity of a high-skilled worker, and then the distribution is rescaled to integrate

to one. A skill upgrade is completed only after a worker has remained one period with

his present employer.

We can now define our notions of layoffs and quits.

(i) Layoffs: At the beginning of each period, a job is exogenously terminated with probability

ρx. We call this event a layoff. An alternative interpretation of the job-termination

probability ρx is that productivity z becomes zero and stays zero forever. A layoff is

involuntary in the sense of offering no choice.

(ii) Quits: As a consequence of a new productivity draw on a job, a relationship may continue

or be endogenously terminated. We identify separation after such an event as a voluntary

quit because a firm and a worker agree to separate after Nash bargaining.

Turbulence We define turbulence as the risk of losing skills after a job separation. High-

skilled workers might become low-skilled workers.

Two types of turbulence shocks depend on the reason for a job separation, namely, a layoff

or a quit. Upon a layoff, a high-skilled worker experiences a skill loss with probability γd,x. We

label this risk layoff turbulence. Upon a quit, a high-skilled worker faces the probability γd of

a skill loss. We label this risk quit turbulence.

The timing of turbulence shocks are as follows. At the beginning of a period, exogenous job

terminations occur and displaced workers face layoff turbulence. Continuing employed workers

may experience new productivity draws on the job and skill upgrades; if workers quit, they

are subject to quit turbulence. All separated workers join other unemployed workers in the

matching function where they might or might not encounter vacancies next period.
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Government policy The government runs a balanced budget. Its revenues come from a

flat-rate tax τ on production. Its sole expenditures are benefits paid to the unemployed. An

unemployed worker who was low (high) skilled in his last employment receives a benefit bl (bh).
5

As mentioned above, newborn workers are entitled to bl. Unemployment benefit bi is calculated

as a fraction φ of the average wage of employed workers with skill level i.

In section 5, the government gets an additional source of revenues by levying a layoff tax

Ω on every job termination except for retirements. If the revenues from layoff taxation exceed

the expenditures on unemployment benefits, the government sets τ = 0 and hands back any

surplus as lump-sum transfers to workers.

3.2 Match surpluses

A match between a firm and a worker with skill level i and benefit entitlement j who have

drawn productivity z will form an employment relationship, or continue an existing one, if a

match surplus is positive. The match surplus for a new job soij(z) or a continuing job sij(z) is

given by the after-tax productivity (1− τ)z plus the future joint continuation value gi(z) minus

the outside values of the match that consist of the worker’s receiving unemployment benefit bj

and a future value ωwij associated with entering the unemployment pool in the current period;

and the firm’s value ωf from entering the vacancy pool in the current period, net of paying the

vacancy cost µ. For notational simplicity, we define ωij ≡ ωwij + ωf .6

The match surplus for a new job solj(z) or a continuing job slj(z) with a low-skilled worker

with benefit entitlement j is given by

solj(z) = slj(z) = (1− τ)z + gl(z)− [bj + ωlj], j = l, h. (2)

To compute the match surplus for jobs with high-skilled workers, we must distinguish between

new and continuing jobs. The match surplus when forming a new job with an unemployed

high-skilled worker, sohh, involves outside values without any risk of skill loss if the match does

not result in employment:

sohh(z) = (1− τ)z + gh(z)− [bh + ωhh]. (3)

In contrast, the match surplus for a continuing job with a high-skilled worker or for a job with

an earlier low-skilled worker who gets a skill upgrade that is immediately realized involves quit

5For simplicity, we assume that a worker who receives a skill upgrade and chooses to quit, is entitled to high
benefits.

6Our mathematical formulation and notation follow DHHR closely.
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turbulence:

shh(z) = (1− τ)z + gh(z)− [bh + (1− γd)ωhh + γdωlh︸ ︷︷ ︸
quit turbulence

]. (4)

Reservation productivities and rejection rates A worker and a firm split the match

surplus through Nash bargaining with outside values as threat points. Since both parties want

a positive match surplus, there is mutual agreement whether or not to start (continue) a job.

For a new (continuing) match, the reservation productivity zoij (zij) is the lowest productivity

that makes a match profitable and satisfies

soij(z
o
ij) = 0

(
sij(zij) = 0

)
. (5)

Given the reservation productivity zoij (zij), let νoij (νij) denote the rejection probability, which is

given by the mass of all productivity draws from distribution vi(y) that fall below the threshold:

νoij =

∫ zoij

−∞
dvi(y)

(
νij =

∫ zij

−∞
dvi(y)

)
. (6)

To simplify formulas below, we define

Eij ≡
∫ ∞
zij

[(1− τ)y + gi(y)] dvi(y). (7)

3.3 Joint continuation values

Consider a match between a firm and a worker with skill level i. Given a current productivity

z, gi(z) is the joint continuation value of the associated match. We now characterize this value

for low- and high-skilled workers.

High-skilled worker The joint continuation value of a match of a firm with a high-skilled

worker with current productivity z, denoted gh(z), is affected by future layoff turbulence if the

worker is laid off or by future quit turbulence if a productivity switch is rejected:

Exogenous separation: gh(z) = β
[
ρx(bh + (1− γd,x)ωhh + γd,xωlh︸ ︷︷ ︸

layoff turbulence

)

Productivity switch: + (1− ρx)γs(Ehh + νhh(bh + (1− γd)ωhh + γdωlh︸ ︷︷ ︸
quit turbulence

))

No changes: + (1− ρx)(1− γs)((1− τ)z + gh(z))
]
. (8)
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Low-skilled worker The joint continuation value of a match of a firm with a low-skilled

worker takes into account the following contingencies: no changes in productivity or skills, an

exogenous separation, a productivity switch, or a skill upgrade. Regarding the latter contin-

gency, in the LS model skill upgrades are immediately realized and upon skill upgrades workers

immediately become entitled to high unemployment benefits, even if the worker quits. Further-

more, a skill upgrade coincides with a new draw from the high-skill productivity distribution

vh. Thus, the joint continuation value of a match between a firm and a low-skilled worker with

current productivity z is given by

Exogenous separation: gl(z) = β
[
ρx(bl + ωll)

Immediate skill upgrade: + (1− ρx)γu(Ehh + νhh(bh + (1− γd)ωhh + γdωlh︸ ︷︷ ︸
quit turbulence

))

Productivity switch: + (1− ρx)(1− γu)γs(Ell + νll(bl + ωll))

No changes: + (1− ρx)(1− γu)(1− γs)((1− τ)z + gl(z))
]
. (9)

Difference from DHHR

A worker with a skill upgrade must remain with the present employer for one period

in order to complete the higher skill level. The new productivity at a skill upgrade is

drawn from a distribution vu(z) = vh(z)/(1−vh(zhh)) having a lower support zhh, which

guarantees a continuation of the employment relationship. Thus, the joint continuation

value of a match between a firm and a low-skilled worker with current productivity z in

the DHHR model becomes:

Exogenous separation: gl(z) = β
[
ρx(bl + ωll)

Delayed skill upgrade: + (1− ρx)γu
∫ ∞
zhh

[(1− τ)y + gh(y)] dvu(y)

Productivity switch: + (1− ρx)(1− γu)γs(Ell + νll(bl + ωll))

No changes: + (1− ρx)(1− γu)(1− γs)((1− τ)z + gl(z))
]
. (10)

3.4 Outside values

Value of unemployment An unemployed worker with current skill level i and benefit en-

titlement j receives benefits bj and has a future value ωwij. Recall that the probability of an

unemployed worker being matched next period is λw(θ).
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A low-skilled unemployed worker with benefit entitlement j obtains bj + ωwlj , where

ωwlj = β
[
λw(θ)

∫ ∞
zlj

πsolj(y) dvl(y)︸ ︷︷ ︸
match + accept

+ bj + ωwlj︸ ︷︷ ︸
outside value

]
j = l, h. (11)

A high-skilled unemployed worker with benefit entitlement h, obtains bh + ωwhh, where

ωwhh = β
[
λw(θ)

∫ ∞
zohh

πsohh(y) dvh(y)︸ ︷︷ ︸
match + accept

+ bh + ωwhh︸ ︷︷ ︸
outside value

]
. (12)

Value of a vacancy A firm that searches for a worker pays an upfront cost µ to enter the

vacancy pool and thereby obtains a fraction (1 − π) of the match surplus if an employment

relationship is formed next period. Let λfij(θ) be the probability of filling the vacancy with an

unemployed worker of type (i, j). Then a firm’s value ωf of entering the vacancy pool is:

ωf = −µ+ β

[∑
(i,j)

λfij(θ)

∫ ∞
zoij

(1− π)soij(y) dvi(y)︸ ︷︷ ︸
match + accept

+ ωf︸︷︷︸
outside value

]
. (13)

3.5 Market tightness and matching probabilities

Let uij be the number of unemployed workers with current skill i and benefit entitlement j. The

total number of unemployed workers is u =
∑

i,j uij. The probability λw(θ) that an unemployed

worker encounters a vacancy is solely a function of market tightness θ; the probability λfij(θ)

that a vacancy encounters an unemployed worker with skill level i and benefit entitlement j

also depends on the worker composition in the unemployment pool. Free entry of firms implies

that a firm’s expected value of posting a vacancy is zero. Equilibrium market tightness can

be deduced from equation (13) with wf = 0. We summarize these labor market outcomes as

follows.

ωf = 0 (14)

µ = β(1− π)
∑
(i,j)

λfij(θ)

∫ ∞
zoij

soij(y) dvi(y) (15)

λw(θ) = m(θ) (16)

λfij(θ) =
m(θ)

θ

uij
u

(17)
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Difference from DHHR

There is a fixed unit mass of firms. Because there are no vacancy costs, a firm without

a worker will always post a vacancy. Thus, market tightness equals one, and a firm’s

value wf of posting a vacancy can be deduced from equation (13) with µ = 0.

ωf =
β

1− β
(1− π)

∑
(i,j)

λfij

∫ ∞
zoij

soij(y) dvi(y) (18)

θ = 1 (19)

λw = m(1) (20)

λfij = m(1)
uij
u

(21)

3.6 Wages

Wages are determined through Nash bargaining. Here, we report the equations for the LS

model with immediate realization of skill upgrades. We refer readers to den Haan et al. (2005,

section 2.5) for the DHHR equations under their assumption that a worker who receives a skill

upgrade must remain with the present employer for one period in order to complete the higher

skill level.

Wage determination Given a productivity draw z in a new match with a positive match

surplus, the wage polj(z) of a low-skilled worker with benefit entitlement j = l, h, and the wage

pohh(z) of a high-skilled worker, respectively, solves the following maximization problems:

max
polj(z)

[
(1− τ)z − polj(z) + gfl (z)− ωf

]1−π [
polj(z) + gwl (z)− bj − ωwlj

]π
(22)

max
pohh(z)

[
(1− τ)z − pohh(z) + gfh(z)− ωf

]1−π
[pohh(z) + gwh (z)− bh − ωwhh]

π ,

where gwi (z) and gfi (z) are future values obtained by the worker and the firm, respectively, from

continuing the employment relationship;7 and ωf and bj + ωwij are the outside values, defined

in (11), (12), and (13). The solution to the wage determination problems sets the sum of the

worker’s wage and continuation value equal to the worker’s share π of the match surplus plus

her outside value:

polj(z) + gwl (z) = πsolj(z) + bj + ωwlj j = l, h (23)

pohh(z) + gwh (z) = πsohh(z) + bh + ωwhh,

7The joint continuation values defined in (8) and (9) equal the sum of the individual continuation values:

gi(z) = gwi (z) + gfi (z), i = l, h.
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where the worker continuation values are

gwl (z) = β(1− ρx)π

{
(1− γu)

[
(1− γs)sll(z) + γs

∫ ∞
zll

sll(y) dvl(y)

]
+ γu

∫ ∞
zhh

shh(y) dvh(y)

}
+ β(ρx + (1− ρx)(1− γu)) (bl + ωwll ) + β(1− ρx)γu

(
bh + (1− γd)ωwhh + γdωwlh

)
(24)

gwh (z) = β(1− ρx)π

[
(1− γs)shh(z) + γs

∫ ∞
zhh

shh(y) dvh(y)

]
+ βρx

(
bh + (1− γd,x)ωwhh + γd,xωwlh

)
+ β(1− ρx)

(
bh + (1− γd)ωwhh + γdωwlh

)
.

For ongoing employment relationships, the wages pll(z), phh(z) satisfy counterparts of the above

equations that use the corresponding match surpluses sll(z) and shh(z):

pll(z) + gwl (z) = πsll(z) + bl + ωwll (25)

phh(z) + gwh (z) = πshh(z) + bh + (1− γd)ωwhh + γdωwlh︸ ︷︷ ︸
quit turbulence

,

where the latter expression for the high-skilled wage now involves quit turbulence on the right

side.

3.7 Government budget constraint

Unemployment benefits Benefit entitlement j awards an unemployed worker benefit bj

equal to a fraction φ of the average wage p̄j of employed workers with skill level j. Therefore,

total government expenditure on unemployment benefits amounts to

blull + bh(ulh + uhh) = φ(p̄lull + p̄h(ulh + uhh)). (26)

Income taxes Output is taxed at a constant rate τ . Let z̄i be the average productivity of

employed workers with skill level i. Hence, total tax revenue equals τ(z̄lell + z̄hehh), where ell

(ehh) is the number of employed workers with low skills and low benefit entitlement (high skills

and high benefit entitlement).

Balanced budget The government runs a balanced budget. The tax rate τ on output is set

to cover the total expenditures described in (26):

φ(p̄lull + p̄h(ulh + uhh)) = τ(z̄lell + z̄hehh). (27)

For computations of average wages p̄i and average productivities z̄i, see Appendix A.2.
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3.8 Worker flows

Workers move across employment and unemployment states, skill levels, and benefit entitlement

levels. Here we focus on a group of workers at the center of our analysis: low-skilled unemployed

with high benefits. (Appendix A.1 presents descriptions of flows for other groups of workers.)

As in the case of the above wage equations, we report worker flows under the LS assumption

of immediate realization of skill upgrades, while referring to den Haan et al. (2005, appendix

A) for the alternative DHHR assumption.

Inflows to the low-skilled unemployed with high benefits ulh occur in the following instances.

Layoff turbulence affects high-skilled workers ehh who get laid off; with probability γd,x, they

become part of the low-skilled unemployed with high benefit entitlement. Quit turbulence af-

fects high-skilled workers ehh who reject productivity switches, as well as low-skilled workers ell

who get skill upgrades and then reject their new productivity draws. All of those quitters face

probability γd of becoming part of the low-skilled unemployed with high benefit entitlement.

Outflows from unemployment occur upon successful matching function encounters and retire-

ment. Thus, the net change of low-skilled unemployed with high benefits (equalling zero in a

steady state) becomes:

∆ulh = (1− ρr)

{
ρxγd,xehh︸ ︷︷ ︸

1. layoff turbulence

+ (1− ρx)γdνhh[γsehh + γuell]︸ ︷︷ ︸
2. quit turbulence

−λw(θ)(1− νolh)ulh︸ ︷︷ ︸
3. successful matches

}
− ρrulh. (28)

The terms numbered 1 and 3 in expression (28) isolate the forces behind the positive turbulence-

unemployment relationship in a welfare state in the LS model. While more layoff turbulence

in term 1 – a higher probability γd,x of losing skills after layoffs – does not have much of

an effect on equilibrium unemployment in a laissez-faire economy, it gives rise to a strong

turbulence-unemployment relationship in a welfare state that offers a generous unemployment

benefit replacement rate on a worker’s earnings in her last employment. After a layoff with skill

loss, those benefits are high relative to a worker’s earnings prospects at her now diminished

skill level. As a consequence, the acceptance rate (1 − νolh) in term 3 is low; because of the

relatively high outside value of a low-skilled unemployed with high benefits, fewer matches

have positive match surpluses, as reflected in a high reservation productivity zolh. Moreover,

given those suppressed match surpluses, equilibrium market tightness θ falls to restore firm

profitability enough to make vacancy creation break even. Lower market tightness, in turn,

reduces the probability λw(θ) of a worker encountering a vacancy, which further suppresses

successful matches and contributes to the positive turbulence-unemployment relationship.
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DHHR challenge this finding by claiming that it is not robust to adding the term numbered

2 in expression (28): they assert that if higher turbulence is associated with voluntary quits also

being subject to risks of skill loss, there would be a lower incidence of voluntary quits in turbu-

lent times because high-skilled workers would become reluctant to quit in order to avoid the risk

of skill loss. This would make the rejection rate νhh in term 2 become low in turbulent times.

That lower rejection rate causes lower inflows into low-skilled unemployed with high benefits

ulh as well as into high-skilled unemployed with high benefits uhh. DHHR argue quantitatively

that even at very low levels of quit turbulence (relative to layoff turbulence), this force is strong

enough to overturn the Ljungqvist and Sargent positive turbulence-unemployment relationship.

3.9 Steady state equilibrium

A steady state equilibrium consists of measures of unemployed uij and employed eij; a labor

market tightness θ, probabilities λw(θ) that workers encounter vacancies and λfij(θ) that vacan-

cies encounter workers; reservation productivities zoij, zij, match surpluses soij(z), sij(z), future

values of an unemployed worker ωwij and of a firm posting a vacancy ωf ; wages poij(z), pij(z);

unemployment benefits bi and a tax rate τ ; such that

a) Match surplus conditions (5) determine reservation productivities.

b) Free entry of firms implies zero-profit condition (15) in vacancy creation that pins down

market tightness in LS. (An exogenous unit mass of firms implies market tightness equal to

one in DHHR.)

c) Nash bargaining outcomes (23) and (25) set wages.

d) The tax rate balances the government’s budget (27).

e) Net worker flows, such as expression (28), are all equal to zero: ∆uij = ∆eij = 0, ∀ i, j.

3.10 Parameterization

Except for the introduction of quit turbulence, we adopt the parameterization of LS. Parameters

are divided into two groups, as reported in Table 1 and 2, respectively, to distinguish those

that are similar in the DHHR parameterization from those that differ. The Table 1 parameters

pin down preferences, sources of risk, and labor market institutions.8 The Table 2 parameters

8The similar parameterizations originate from an earlier exchange mentioned in footnote 1. Specifically,
Ljungqvist and Sargent (2004) argued for modifying the parameterization of den Haan et al. (2001) based on
calibration targets in the search framework of Ljungqvist and Sargent (1998, 2008), but for one notable ad hoc
assumption to be discussed in footnote 16. (DHHR adopt Ljungqvist and Sargent’s (2004) modification of den
Haan et al.’s (2001) parameterization and proceed to introduce quit turbulence.)
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pin down the matching process and productivity distributions, which are markedly different

between LS and DHHR. Following LS, we assume a semi-quarterly model period.9

Preference parameters Given a semi-quarterly model period, we specify a discount factor

β̂ = 0.99425 and a retirement probability ρr = 0.0031, which together imply an adjusted

discount of β = β̂(1 − ρr) = 0.991. The retirement probability implies an average time of 40

years in the labor force.

Stochastic processes for productivity Exogenous layoffs occur with probability ρx =

0.005, on average a layoff every 25 years. We set a probability of upgrading skills γu = 0.0125

so that it takes on average 10 years to move from low to high skill, conditional on no job loss.

The probability of a productivity switch on the job equals γs = 0.05, so a worker expects to

retain her productivity for 2.5 years.

Table 1: LS parameterization similar to DHHR

Parameter Definition Value

Preferences

β̂ discount factor 0.99425
ρr retirement probability 0.0031

β = β̂(1− ρr) adjusted discount 0.991

Sources of risk
ρx exogenous breakup probability 0.005
γu skill upgrade probability 0.0125
γs productivity switch probability 0.05
γd,x layoff turbulence [0, 1]
γd = εγd,x quit turbulence ε ∈ [0, 1]

Labor market institutions
π worker bargaining power 0.5
φ replacement rate 0.7

9The parameterization of DHHR is done at a quarterly frequency. The transition probabilities for skill
dynamics are the same as those in LS, when taking the different frequencies into account. The only departures
from the parameters in Table 1 are the subjective discount factor and the retirement probability, which DHHR
set at 0.995 and 0.005, respectively, at a quarterly frequency, or 0.9975 and 0.0025 when converted to a semi-
quarterly frequency; these numbers yield an adjusted discount of 0.995 at a semi-quarterly frequency. We
conducted a sensitivity analysis with respect to the different discount rates and found that adopting the DHHR
discount rate in the LS model, while it changes the quantitative findings, does not overturn the qualitative
pattern of a positive turbulence-unemployment relationship.
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Layoff and quit turbulence Following DHHR, we parameterize quit turbulence as a fraction

ε of layoff turbulence, and we vary it from zero – only layoff turbulence – to one – the two types

of turbulence are equal: γd = εγd,x.

Labor market institutions We set a worker’s bargaining power to be π = 0.5. The re-

placement rate is set at φ = 0.7 and hence an unemployed worker with benefit entitlement bj

receives 70% of the average wage of employed workers with skill level j.

Matching We assume a Cobb-Douglas matching function M(v, u) = Auαv1−α, where A is

matching efficiency and α is the elasticity of matches with respect to unemployment. Given

this technology, the probability that a worker encounters a vacancy and the probability that a

vacancy encounters a particular worker type, respectively, are:

λw(θ) = Aθ1−α, λfij(θ) = Aθ−α
uij
u
. (29)

When calibrating a matching model to an aggregate unemployment rate, without any calibra-

tion targets for vacancy statistics, selecting the parameter pair (A, µ) is a matter of normal-

ization. We renormalize LS’s setting of (A, µ) so that equilibrium market tightness in tranquil

times (no turbulence) with no layoff taxes becomes equal to one.10 This will facilitate a pertur-

bation exercise in which we shall replace free entry of firms in LS with the DHHR arrangement

that exogenously fixes equal masses of firms and workers and a market tightness equal to one.

When assuming DHHR’s exogenous matching arrangement in the context of calibrating a

Cobb-Douglas matching function, we only need to set parameter A equal to their parameterized

probability of a worker encountering a vacancy, as the corresponding probabilities become:

λw(1) = A, λfij(1) = A
uij
u
. (30)

Productivity distributions LS assume that productivities are drawn from truncated nor-

mal distributions with wide support: zl ∼ N (1, 1) for low-skilled workers over the support

[−1, 3], and zh ∼ N (2, 1) for high-skilled workers over the support [0, 4].11 In contrast, DHHR

assume uniform distributions with small support: zl ∼ U([0.5, 1.5]) and zh ∼ U([1.5, 2.5]).

10Under the original LS parameterization (A,µ) = (0.45, 0.5), the equilibrium market tightness is equal to
θ = 0.9618 in tranquil times and no layoff taxes. We renormalize the parameter pair (A,µ) to attain an
equilibrium market tightness of 1 and leave unchanged the probability that a worker encounters a vacancy. Let
(Â, µ̂) be our new parameterization given by Â = κ1−αA and µ̂ = κµ. By setting κ equal to the market tightness
under the old parameterization κ = 0.9618, the new parameterization achieves the desired outcomes.

11LS incorrectly implemented the quadrature method at the truncation points of the normal distributions;
nevertheless, the constructed distributions are still proper. Therefore, instead of recalibrating the LS model
under a correct implementation of the quadrature method, we have chosen to seek to resolve the puzzle in terms
of the distributions that were used in the published LS analysis.
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Table 2: Parameterizations differing between LS and DHHR

Parameter Definition LS DHHR

Matching function
A matching efficiency 0.441 0.3
α elasticity of matches w.r.t. u 0.5 –
µ flow cost of a vacancy 0.481 –

Productivity dist.
vi(z) functional form Normal Uniform
E[zl] low-skilled mean 1 1
E[zh] high-skilled mean 2 2
support[zl] low-skilled support [-1, 3] [0.5, 1.5]
support[zh] high-skilled support [0, 4] [1.5, 2.5]
std[zl] low-skilled dispersion 1 1√

12

std[zh] high-skilled dispersion 1 1√
12

4 The Puzzle

If voluntary quits are exposed to a small risk of skill loss, then higher turbulence leads to

a reduction in unemployment in the DHHR framework, while it does not alter the positive

turbulence-unemployment relationship in the LS framework. What explains the difference?

Summary of differences across frameworks Recall the differences. The framework of LS

features (a) endogenous market tightness with free entry of firms, (b) immediate realization

of skill upgrades, and (c) truncated normal productivity distributions with wide support. The

framework of DHHR features (a) exogenous market tightness with fixed unit mass of firms, (b)

delayed completion of skill upgrades, and (c) uniform productivity distributions with narrow

support.

Two frameworks, opposite conclusions The two panels in Figure 1 show effects of both

layoff and quit turbulence on the unemployment rate in the frameworks of LS and of DHHR,

respectively. The x-axis shows layoff turbulence γd,x and the y-axis the unemployment rate in

percent. Each line has its own quit turbulence γd represented as a fraction ε of layoff turbulence,

i.e., γd = εγd,x where ε ∈ {0, 0.01, 0.03, 0.05, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 1}.
Figure 1a shows results for the LS framework. We observe that quit turbulence needs to be

high, about 50% of layoff turbulence, before the aggregate unemployment rate starts varying

negatively with turbulence, and then only for relatively high levels of layoff turbulence.
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Figure 1: Turbulence and unemployment in LS and DHHR
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(b) Baseline DHHR

Layoff turbulence γd,x on the x-axis. Each line represents a different quit turbulence γd as a fraction ε of
layoff turbulence, i.e., γd = εγd,x.

Figure 1b shows the effect of turbulence on the unemployment rate for our baseline DHHR

model. This baseline includes two changes to the original DHHR setup that do not alter the

results significantly but that facilitate a decomposition that lets us detect the source of the

puzzle.

The first modification is that we assume that newborn workers are eligible for unemploy-

ment benefits equivalent to those of low-skilled workers, instead of the zero benefits that they

receive in the original DHHR setup. This modification keeps down the number of worker types

while having hardly any effect on aggregate outcomes. The second modification concerns the

risk of losing skills following unsuccessful job market encounters. DHHR assume that after an

encounter between a firm and an unemployed worker that does not result in an employment

relationship, the worker faces the same risk of losing skills as if she would be quitting from a

job. While DHHR describe this as a “simplifying assumption” made for numerical tractability,

we find that it has quantitatively noticeable effects. (See Figure B.1 in Appendix B.) Still, the

puzzle remains intact after this second modification – it just takes a somewhat bigger quit tur-

bulence to generate DHHR’s key findings of a negative turbulence-unemployment relationship.

The amount of quit turbulence needed in the DHHR framework to reverse the positive

turbulence-unemployment relationship is very small. In the original DHHR model, the rela-

tionship becomes markedly negative at 5% of quit turbulence (ε = 0.05), while in our baseline

DHHR model, quit turbulence needs to be 7% (ε = 0.07).
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4.1 First suspect: Exogenous market tightness

The first candidate explanation concerns differences in the matching process. In the LS model,

market tightness is endogenously determined by a typical free entry of firms assumption. The

equilibrium zero-profit condition in vacancy creation pins down market tightness. In contrast,

DHHR assume fixed and equal masses of workers and firms so that market tightness is exoge-

nously always equal to one.

Perturbation exercise As described above, our renormalization of parameters (A, µ) in the

original LS model yields equilibrium market tightness equal to one at zero turbulence. Our first

perturbation exercise is to keep market tightness constant at one as we turn up turbulence. We

do that by subsidizing vacancy creation so that the value of a firm posting a vacancy is zero,

wf = 0, at market tightness equal to one for any given levels of layoff and quit turbulence. The

vacancy subsidies are financed with lump-sum taxation so that government budget constraint

(27) is unaffected.

In this exercise where subsidies are used to keep wf = 0 at θ = 1, let S̄o(γd,x, ε) denote

the expected match surplus of a vacancy encountering an unemployed worker, given layoff

turbulence γd,x and quit turbulence γd = εγd,x:

S̄o(γd,x, ε) ≡
∑
(i,j)

uij
u

∫ ∞
zoij

soij(y) dvi(y) (31)

where unemployment uij, reservation productivity zoij, and match surplus soij(y) are understood

to be equilibrium values under our particular perturbation exercise.

At zero turbulence, the operation of the subsidy scheme would not require any payments

of subsidies because we have parameterized the matching function so that equilibrium market

tightness is then θ = 1, a value of θ at which the zero-profit condition in vacancy creation is

satisfied, wf = 0, and by equation (15):

µ = β(1− π)m(1)S̄o(0, 0). (32)

When turbulence is turned on, market tightness would have fallen if it were not for the subsidies

to vacancy creation. The subsidy rate makes up for the shortfall of β(1−π)m(1)S̄o(γd,x, ε) when

compared to the investment of incurring vacancy posting cost µ:

1− subsidy(γd,x, ε) =
β(1− π)m(1)S̄o(γd,x, ε)

µ
=
S̄o(γd,x, ε)

S̄o(0, 0)
(33)

where the second equality invokes expression (32).
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Results We observe an overall suppression of unemployment rates in Figure 2b as compared

to Figure 2a. However, the underlying pattern of unemployment dynamics remains intact, so

exogenous market tightness does not explain the puzzle.

Figure 2: Endogenous vs. exogenous market tightness in LS
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(a) Baseline LS (Endog. market tightness)
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(b) LS + Exogenous market tightness

Discussion: Disabling the invisible hand With endogenous market tightness, there is

a dramatic decline in market tightness in response to turbulence in Figure 3a. This outcome

reflects how an “invisible hand” restores firm profitability so that vacancy creation breaks even.

Lower market tightness decreases the probability that a worker encounters a vacancy, which

tends to increase unemployment.

Our perturbation exercise disarms those forces by exogenously freezing market tightness at

one. Hence, the profitability of vacancies plummets in response to turbulence. Figure 3b plots

the subsidy rate for vacancy costs needed to incentivize firms to post enough vacancies to keep

market tightness constant at one. At higher levels of turbulence, the subsidy rate becomes

quite substantial. The subsidies to vacancy creation contribute to lower unemployment rates.

These considerations seem to enhance a suspicion that exogenous market tightness could be

the culprit behind the puzzle, so the above vindication was not a foregone conclusion.

4.2 Second suspect: Timing of completion of skill upgrades

The second candidate explanation concerns differences in the timing of completion of skill

upgrades. LS assume that skill upgrades are immediately realized while DHHR assume that a

worker who receives a skill upgrade must remain with the present employer for one period in

order to complete the higher skill level.
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Figure 3: Falling market tightness vs. subsidies for vacancy creation
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(b) LS + Exogenous market tightness

Perturbation exercise We replace immediate realization of skill upgrades in the LS model

with delayed completion as in the DHHR model. The change in timing substantially alters the

relative bargaining strengths of a worker and a firm.

Results The quantitative outcome in Figure 4b is similar to that of the preceding perturba-

tion exercise in Figure 2b, i.e., it leads to an overall suppression in unemployment rates but

without altering the underlying pattern of unemployment dynamics and hence, different timing

of completion of skill upgrades does not explain the puzzle.

Figure 4: Immediate vs. delayed completion of skill upgrade in LS
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(a) Baseline LS (Immediate upgrade)
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Discussion: Delayed completion requires “ransoms” Firms under DHHR’s timing as-

sumption are able to “rip off” workers whenever they transition from low to high skill at work.

This is possible because the realization of that higher skill level is conditional upon a worker

remaining with the present employer for at least one more period, during which the worker can

be assessed a “ransom” to secure her human capital gain.

We compare average wages at skill upgrades under immediate completion (Figure 5a) and

delayed completion (Figure 5b), expressed in terms of average output per worker in the LS

laissez-faire economy at zero turbulence.12 In Figure 5b, a worker pays the “ransom” in terms

of a negative semi-quarterly wage in the period of a skill upgrade, equivalent to the average

annual output of a worker. The “ransom” becomes smaller with higher turbulence since the

capital value of a skill upgrade is worth less when it is not expected to last long, as well as

when quit turbulence locks high-skilled workers into employment relationships and thereby

causes a less efficient allocation: fearing skill loss at separations, high-skilled workers accept

lower reservation productivities and hence, work on average at lower productivities as compared

to an economy in tranquil times with higher labor mobility.

Figure 5: Average wage in period of skill upgrade
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(b) LS + Delayed upgrade

4.3 Third suspect: Productivity distributions

The third candidate explanation concerns differences in productivity distributions. LS assume

truncated normal distributions with wide support while DHHR assume uniform distributions

with narrow support, as detailed in Table 2 and depicted in Figure 6.

12In the LS laissez-faire economy without a government, a worker’s average semi-quarterly output is 2.3 goods
in tranquil zero-turbulence times.
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Perturbation exercise We replace the productivity distributions in the LS model with those

of DHHR, i.e., we replace the distributions in Figure 6a with those in Figure 6b.

Results Figure 7 shows results for the alternative productivity distributions. The right

panel shows that under the uniform distributions with narrow support, the positive turbulence-

unemployment relationship is much weakened and we get DHHR-like outcomes. We conclude

that differences in productivity distributions explain the puzzle.

Figure 6: Different productivity distributions in LS vs. DHHR
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Figure 7: Wide vs. narrow support of productivity distributions in LS
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Discussion: Returns to labor mobility Productivity draws on the job create reasons for

workers to change employer in search for higher productivities. The small dispersion of pro-

ductivities under DHHR’s uniform distributions with narrow support make returns to labor

mobility be very low. As can be seen in Figure 7b, those low returns are outweighed by rather

small amounts of quit turbulence and hence the initially positive turbulence-unemployment

relationship at zero quit turbulence (ε = 0) turns negative at relatively small levels of quit

turbulence. In particular, high-skilled workers choose to remain on the job and accept produc-

tivities at the lower end of the support of the productivity distribution rather than quit and

have to face even small probabilities of skill loss.

To confirm that the small dispersion of productivities explains the puzzle, we do an addi-

tional perturbation exercise that shrinks the support of the uniform distribution further. Figure

8a shows outcomes in the LS framework when the support of the uniform distribution is of width

0.65 instead of 1. Such a shrinkage of the support takes us very close to the outcomes in our

baseline DHHR model in Figure 8b, in spite of retaining the other two differences between

the frameworks: endogenous versus exogenous market tightness and immediate versus delayed

completion of skill upgrades.

Figure 8: Further reduced support of productivity distributions in LS
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5 Layoff taxes

To bring out the low return to labor mobility in the DHHR model relative to that of the LS

model, we introduce a layoff tax Ω that is levied on every job separation, except for retirement.

The layoff tax affects reservation productivities of existing jobs as the match surplus must now
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fall to the negative of the layoff tax (instead of earlier zero) before a job is terminated:

sij(zij) = −Ω. (34)

When computing wages, we assume standard Nash bargaining with a worker and a firm getting

their shares of the match surplus sij in every period.13

Government revenue With the introduction of a layoff tax, the government’s revenue in-

cludes revenues from layoff taxes. Let seps be total separations excluding retirements, which

are equal to

seps = (1− ρr)
[
ρx(ell + ehh) + (1− ρx)[(1− γu)γsνll + γuνhh]ell + (1− ρx)γsνhhehh

]
. (35)

Then government revenue equals income taxes plus layoff taxes, τ(z̄lell + z̄hehh) + seps Ω.

The government adjusts the income tax rate τ to set revenue equal to total expenditure on

unemployment benefits in expression (26).14

5.1 Layoff taxes in LS

In the LS model without turbulence, Figure 9 shows unemployment and rejection rates by type

of worker, as well as aggregate labor flows, as functions of the layoff tax Ω. The layoff tax is

expressed as a fraction of the average yearly output per worker in the laissez-faire economy.

(See footnote 12.) The unemployment rate falls as the layoff tax increases. Employed workers,

both high- and low-skilled, are particularly affected by the layoff tax as their rejection rates fall

significantly. Still, the mobility of these workers remains operative even for rather large layoff

taxes. For example, if the layoff tax reaches the average annual output of a worker, employed

high-skilled workers reject about 12% of offers.

Incidentally, Figure 9 shows LS’s explanation for why a welfare state having lower unem-

ployment than a laissez-faire economy in tranquil times (i.e., before the onset of economic

turbulence). As noted by Mortensen and Pissarides (1999), in a matching model countervailing

forces emanating from unemployment benefits and layoff taxes can explain why the unemploy-

13An implication of the Nash bargaining assumption is that workers would be paying part of the layoff tax
upon a job separation. An alternative assumption is that once a worker is hired, firms are the only ones liable
for the layoff cost. This generates a two-tier wage system à la Mortensen and Pissarides (1999). Risk neutral
firms and workers would be indifferent between adhering to period-by-period Nash bargaining or a two-tier wage
system. As demonstrated by Ljungqvist (2002), the wage profile, not the allocation, is affected by the two-tier
wage system. Match surpluses, reservation productivities and market tightness remain the same. Under the
two-tier wage system, an initial wage concession of a newly hired worker is equivalent to his posting a bond that
equals his share of a future layoff tax.

14If layoff tax revenues cover payments of unemployment benefits, i.e., seps Ω ≥ blull + bh(ulh + uhh), then
we set τ = 0 and return any government budget surpluses as lump-sum transfers to workers.
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Figure 9: Layoff taxes in LS
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ment rate in a welfare state need not be high. In spite of generous unemployment benefits with

a replacement rate of φ = 0.7, layoff taxes at the right end of the first panel in Figure 9 cause

unemployment to fall below the laissez-fare rate of 5%.

5.2 Layoff taxes in DHHR

We introduce a layoff cost Ω in our baseline DHHR model with the additional inconsequential

change that skill upgrades are realized immediately as in the LS framework (Appendix B.2

documents a small impact on equilibrium outcomes of such a change in assumptions). Figure

10 shows how a higher layoff tax affects equilibrium outcomes in the DHHR model without

turbulence.

Mobility of high-skilled employed completely shuts down at a layoff tax equivalent to 14%

of the average annual output per worker in the laissez-faire economy.15 Above this low level

of layoff taxes, the rejection rate of these workers becomes zero and separation rates become

constant at exogenous job termination rates. Imposing a small layoff tax makes the value of

labor mobility evaporate. Note that for low-skilled workers, both employed and unemployed,

the rejection rate is zero for the DHHR parameterization at all levels of the layoff tax.

This exercise confirms that the productivity distributions of DHHR imply small incentives

for labor mobility in tranquil times.16 A small government mandated layoff cost has counter-

factually large effects of suppressing unemployment by shutting down all quits. So it should

15In the DHHR laissez-faire economy, a worker’s average quarterly output is 1.8 goods.
16The productivity distributions of DHHR also emerged from an earlier exchange discussed in footnote 8.

Specifically, Ljungqvist and Sargent (2004) criticized den Haan et al. (2001) for making low- and high-skilled
workers almost indistinguishable from one another because of nearly overlapping productivity distributions
for the two types of workers. As a remedy, by moving the uniform distributions apart and ending up with the
disjoint supports in Figure 6b, Ljungqvist and Sargent (2004) succeeded in making low- and high-skilled workers
distinct from one another; but as shown here that fails to generate returns to labor mobility consistent with
historical observations. In the subsequent matching analysis of LS, layoff costs were introduced and productivity
distributions had to be properly calibrated, as shown in subsection 5.1.
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Figure 10: Layoff taxes in DHHR
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come as no surprise that other small costs to mobility, such as a tiny risk of skill loss when

quitting, cause unemployment to fall and thereby, can reverse Ljungqvist and Sargent’s positive

turbulence-unemployment relationship.

6 Listening more carefully to Alan Greenspan

In light of our findings about the effects of recalibrating quit turbulence in order to respect the

Weinberg constraint, we rejoin and extend the conversation with Alan Greenspan with which

DHHR began their paper. In the passage that DHHR cite, reproduced in section 1 above,

Greenspan does indeed seem to be concerned with the DHHR’s quit turbulence force as well as

the sort of effect in reducing job mobility that comes with DHHR’s calibration. But if we listen

to all that seems to have been on Greenspan’s mind, we hear that Greenspan did not emphasize

such possible effects of increased turbulence more broadly. To the contrary, earlier in the very

same paragraph cited by DHHR, Greenspan (1998, p. 743) says that it is not decreased but

high labor mobility (i.e., “churning”) that is mainly on his mind:

“. . . the perception of increased churning of our workforce in the 1990s has under-

standably increased the sense of accelerated job-skill obsolescence among a signifi-

cant segment of our workforce, especially among those most closely wedded to older

technologies. The pressures are reflected in a major increase in on-the-job training

and a dramatic expansion of college enrollment, especially at community colleges.

As a result, the average age of full-time college students has risen dramatically

in recent years as large numbers of experienced workers return to school for skill

upgrading.”

We read Greenspan as writing here about US workers who have been hit by the type of

human capital destruction shock that LS used to capture increased turbulence. Greenspan says
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that those workers have ways of rebuilding their human capital in addition to the ways that

are open to them in the LS model, thereby suggesting interesting ramifications of increased

turbulence for other observations not on the table in either the DHHR or the LS framework.

It would be interesting to add such activities to the model environment that succeeded in

explaining trans-Atlantic unemployment experiences, while playing by Weinberg’s rules.
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A Equilibrium computation

A.1 General algorithm structure

Here we outline the structure of the algorithm that we used to compute equilibria.17 It cen-

ters around approximating the joint continuation values gi(z) by using linear projections on a

productivity grid. It employs the following steps:

1. Fix a parameterization and construct productivity distributions over a grid of size Nz.

2. Guess initial values for:

• ζki : coefficients for linear approximations ĝi(z) = ζ0
i + ζ1

i z to gi(z)

• bj: unemployment benefits

• ωwij: workers’ outside values, not including current payment of benefit

• ωf : firms’ outside value (in LS, ωf = 0)

• τ : tax rate

• uij, eij: masses of unemployed and employed workers

3. Given linear approximations ĝi(z), use (2)–(5) to compute reservation productivities

zoij, zij.

4. Given cutoffs zoij, zij, compute rejection probabilities νoij, νij using (6) and compute Eij

using (7).

5. Compute the expected match surplus of a vacancy that encounters an unemployed worker:

s̄ ≡
∑
(i,j)

uij
u

∫ ∞
zij

soij(y) dvi(y).

6. Compute joint continuation values gi(z) using (8) and (9). Then update coefficients ζ0
i , ζ

1
i

described in step 2 by regressing gi(z) on [1 z].

7. Update the value of posting a vacancy, market tightness, and matching probabilities:

• under LS’s endogenous market tightness,

wf = 0, θ =

(
βA(1− π)s̄

µ

)1/α

, λw(θ) = Aθ1−α, λfij(θ) = Aθ−α
uij
u

;

17We are grateful to Wouter den Haan, Christian Haefke, and Garey Ramey for generously sharing their
computer code. That code was augmented and modified by LS and further by us.
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• under DHHR’s exogenous market tightness, compute

ωf =
β

1− β
A(1− π)s̄, θ = 1, λw = A, λfij = A

uij
u
.

8. Update values ωwij of being unemployed using (11) and (12).

9. Compute net changes in worker flows (all must be zero in a steady state)

∆ull = ρr + (1− ρr) {ρx + (1− ρx)(1− γu)γsνll} ell
− ρrull − (1− ρr)λw(θ)(1− νoll)ull (A.1)

∆ulh = (1− ρr)
{
ρxγd,xehh + (1− ρx)νhhγd(γsehh + γuell)

}
− ρrulh − (1− ρr)λw(θ)(1− νolh)ulh (A.2)

∆uhh = (1− ρr)
{
ρx(1− γd,x)ehh + (1− ρx)νhh(1− γd)(γsehh + γuell)

}
− ρruhh − (1− ρr)λw(θ)(1− νohh)uhh (A.3)

∆ell = (1− ρr)λw(θ) {(1− νoll)ull + (1− νolh)ulh}

− ρrell − (1− ρr)[ρx + (1− ρx)(γu + (1− γu)γsνll]ell (A.4)

∆ehh = (1− ρr) {λw(θ)(1− νohh)uhh + (1− ρx)γu(1− νhh)ell}

− ρrehh − (1− ρr)[ρx + (1− ρx)γsνhh]ehh (A.5)

These expressions embed LS’s assumption of immediate realization of skill upgrades. For

DHHR’s alternative assumption of delayed completion, see the corresponding expressions

for worker flows in den Haan et al. (2005, appendix A).

10. Compute average wages p̄i and average productivities z̄i as described in Appendix A.2, in

order to determine government expenditures for unemployment benefits and government

tax revenues using the left side and right side of (27), respectively.

11. Adjust tax rate τ in (27) to balance government budget.

12. Check convergence of a set of moments. If convergence has been achieved, stop. If

convergence has not been achieved, go to 2 and use as guesses the last values computed.
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A.2 Average wages and productivities

The following computations refer to the LS model with immediate realization of skill upgrades.

For DHHR’s alternative assumption of delayed completion, see den Haan et al. (2005, appen-

dices A–C).

Our computation of the equilibrium measures of workers in equations (A.1)–(A.5) involve

only two groups of employed workers, ell and ehh, but each of these groups needs to be subdivided

when we compute average wages and productivities. For employed low-skilled workers, we need

to single out those who gained employment after first having belonged to group ulh, i.e., low-

skilled unemployed workers who received high benefits bh. In the first period of employment,

those workers will earn a higher wage polh(z) > poll(z) = pll(z). And even afterwards, namely

until their first on-the-job productivity draw, those workers will on average continue to differ

from other employed low-skilled workers because of their higher reservation productivity at the

time they regained employment, zolh > zoll = zll.

Let e′ll denote the measure of unemployed low-skilled workers with high benefits who gain

employment in each period (they are in their first period of employment):

e′ll = (1− ρr)λw(θ)(1− νolh)ulh.

Let e′′ll be the measure of such low-skilled workers who remain employed with job tenures greater

than one period and who have not yet experienced any on-the-job productivity draw:

e′′ll = (1− ρr)(1− ρx)(1− γu)(1− γs) [e′ll + e′′ll]

=
(1− ρr)(1− ρx)(1− γu)(1− γs)

1− (1− ρr)(1− ρx)(1− γu)(1− γs)
e′ll.

Given these measures of workers, we can compute the average wage of all employed low-skilled

workers and also their average productivity

p̄l =

∫ ∞
zolh

[
e′ll
ell
polh(y) +

e′′ll
ell
pll(y)

]
dvl(y)

1− vl(zolh)
+

ell − e′ll − e′′ll
ell

∫ ∞
zll

pll(y)
dvl(y)

1− vl(zll)

z̄l =
e′ll + e′′ll
ell

∫ ∞
zolh

y
dvl(y)

1− vl(zolh)
+

ell − e′ll − e′′ll
ell

∫ ∞
zll

y
dvl(y)

1− vl(zll)
.

For employed high-skilled workers, we need to single out those just hired from the group of

unemployed high-skilled workers uhh who earn a higher wage in their first period of employment,

pohh(z) > phh(z). This is because they do not face the risk of quit turbulence if no wage agreement

is reached and hence, no employment relationship is formed. For the same reason discussed
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above, we also need to keep track of such workers until their first on-the-job productivity draw

(or layoff or retirement, whatever comes first). Reasoning as we did earlier, let e′hh and e′′hh
denote these respective groups of employed high-skilled workers;

e′hh = (1− ρr)λw(θ)(1− νohh)uhh

e′′hh =
(1− ρr)(1− ρx)(1− γs)

1− (1− ρr)(1− ρx)(1− γs)
e′hh.

Given these measures of workers, we can compute the average wage of all employed high-skilled

workers and also their average productivity

p̄h =

∫ ∞
zohh

[
e′hh
ehh

pohh(y) +
e′′hh
ehh

phh(y)

]
dvh(y)

1− vh(zohh)
+

ehh − e′hh − e′′hh
ehh

∫ ∞
zhh

phh(y)
dvh(y)

1− vh(zhh)

z̄h =
e′hh + e′′hh
ehh

∫ ∞
zohh

y
dvh(y)

1− vh(zohh)
+

ehh − e′hh − e′′hh
ehh

∫ ∞
zhh

y
dvh(y)

1− vh(zhh)
.

B Starting from DHHR framework

We now reverse the analysis by starting from the DHHR framework and investigating the

consequences of three perturbations. The features in the original DHHR framework to be

perturbed are (i) exogenous labor market tightness, (ii) delayed completion of skill upgrade,

and (iii) uniform productivity distributions with narrow support. But before that, we eliminate

two auxiliary assumptions in the DHHR analysis.

Eliminate auxiliary assumption of zero benefits for newborn workers Instead of

DHHR’s assumption of no benefits during the initial unemployment spells of newborn workers,

we assume that they are eligible for unemployment benefits equivalent to those of low-skilled

workers. This change has hardly any effect on aggregate outcomes.

Eliminate auxiliary assumption of turbulence for unemployed DHHR assume that

after an encounter between a firm and an unemployed worker that does not result in an em-

ployment relationship, the worker faces the same risk of losing skills as if she had instead

quit a job. DHHR describe this as an auxiliary assumption that they justify in terms of its

computational tractability, but we find that it has noticeable quantitative consequences. Thus,

figure B.1 presents outcomes for the original DHHR framework with turbulence for unemployed

workers and our baseline DHHR model without that kind of turbulence. While the outcomes

are not as stark in latter model, the underlying pattern of unemployment dynamics remains
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intact – it just takes some more quit turbulence to generate DHHR’s key findings of a negative

turbulence-unemployment relationship.

Figure B.1: With vs. without turbulence for unemployed in DHHR
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(b) Baseline DHHR (No turbulence unempl.)

An assumption that mere encounters between vacancies and unemployed workers are asso-

ciated with risks of losing skills unless employment relationships are formed directly suppresses

returns to labor mobility. But as can be inferred from Figure B.1, such an exposure of job

seekers to skill loss does not have much impact on unemployment outcomes since, as Appendix

B.3 will teach us, compressed productivity distributions in DHHR already reduce returns to

labor mobility. However, the substantial incentives for labor mobility under LS’s parameteri-

zation of productivity distributions are significantly affected and suppressed by that auxiliary

assumption of DHHR. Appendix C discusses this in detail.

B.1 First suspect: Exogenous market tightness

Perturbation exercise In the DHHR framework, there is an exogenous mass of firms and

there are no costs for posting vacancies. Hence the value wf of a firm posting a vacancy is triv-

ially positive. We now perturb DHHR to feature free entry of firms, wf = 0 in equilibrium, and

an endogenous market tightness determined by (15). In order to implement that perturbation,

we must introduce and assign values to two additional parameters, α and µ. Following LS,

we assume that the elasticity of the matching function with respect to unemployment equals

α = 0.5, a fairly common parameterization.

Lacking an obvious way to parameterize the vacancy posting cost µ in this perturbation,

we solve the model for different values of µ > 0.18 We find that for values of µ above 0.7,

18The vacancy posting cost µ must be positive to have an equilibrium with free entry of firms. The discrete
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all voluntary quits vanish. Therefore, since DHHR’s challenge to a Ljungqvist-Sargent positive

turbulence-unemployment relationship is based on changes in the incidence of quits, we consider

µ ∈ (0, 0.7) to be the permissible range. As an illustration, Figure B.2b depicts equilibrium

outcomes for the midpoint of that parameter range, µ = 0.35.

Figure B.2: Exogenous vs. endogenous market tightness in DHHR
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(a) Baseline DHHR (Exog. market tightness)
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(b) DHHR + Endogenous market tightness

Results Except for the very top end of the parameter range µ ∈ (0, 0.7), the qualitative pat-

tern of Figure B.2 represents the unemployment-turbulence relationship for the DHHR frame-

work under the two alternative matching assumptions. In both cases, rather small amounts of

quit turbulence reduce unemployment. Therefore, exogenous versus endogenous market tight-

ness does not explain the puzzle.

In the vicinity of parameter value µ = 0.7, the curve for ε = 0.1 in the corresponding

version of Figure B.2b (not shown here) takes on a positive slope, i.e., outcomes become LS-like

with a positive turbulence-unemployment relationship. This might have been anticipated. As

mentioned above, µ = 0.7 is also the parameterization at which all voluntary quits vanish,

which would seem to disarm the DHHR quit turbulence argument.19

model period and the Cobb-Douglas matching function call for an additional caveat. As the value of µ approaches
zero, the equlibrium probability of filling a vacancy goes to zero. That creates a problem when the associated
probability of a worker encountering a vacancy exceeds the permissible value of unity. Therefore, we only
compute equilibria for µ greater than 0.0063. If one would like to compute equilibria for lower values of µ, it
could be done by augmenting the match technology to allow for corner solutions at which the short end of the
market determines the number of matches; e.g., in the present case, by freezing the job finding probability at
unity while randomly allocating the unemployed across all vacancies that draw an “encounter.” (See Ljungqvist
and Sargent (2007, section 7.2).)

19For a more nuanced reasoning about the equilibrium forces at work under the threat of losing skills in a
matching model, see the discussion of an “allocation channel” and a “bargaining channel” in section C.2. While
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Incidentally, as we will learn in Appendix B.3, the raw fact that voluntary quits vanish at

a relatively low value of the vacancy posting cost µ = 0.7 is indicative of low returns to labor

mobility in the DHHR model that come from compressed productivity distributions.

B.2 Second suspect: Timing of completion of skill upgrades

Perturbation exercise DHHR assume that after a skill upgrade a worker must remain with

the present employer for one period in order to complete the higher skill level. In this section,

we introduce immediate completion of skill upgrades as in LS.

Results Figure B.3 shows that there is no substantial difference in the turbulence-unemploy-

ment relationship for the alternative timings in the DHHR model. Hence, delayed versus

immediate completion of skill upgrades does not explain the puzzle.

Figure B.3: Delayed vs. immediate completion of skill upgrade in DHHR
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(a) Baseline DHHR (Delayed upgrade)
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(b) DHHR + Immediate upgrade

B.3 Third suspect: Productivity distributions

Perturbation exercise DHHR assume uniform distributions with narrow support: zl ∼
U([0.5, 1.5]) and zh ∼ U([1.5, 2.5]). In this section we replace those distributions in the DHHR

model by the truncated normal distributions assumed by LS: zl ∼ N (1, 1) for low-skilled workers

over the support [−1, 3], and zh ∼ N (2, 1) for high-skilled workers over the support [0, 4]. Notice

that section pertains to the introduction of turbulence facing unemployed workers in terms of a risk of losing
skills after an encounter between a firm and a worker that does not result in employment, similar reasoning can
be applied to quit turbulence for employed workers.
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the big difference is the dispersion in productivities: the standard deviation is 1/
√

12 in the

uniform case of DHHR and 1 in the normal case of LS.

Results Figure B.4 shows how the turbulence-unemployment relationship is altered in the

DHHR model when we switch from DHHR’s productivity distributions to those of LS. First,

the larger variances of the LS distributions exert upward pressures on reservation productiv-

ities and labor reallocation rates, but DHHR’s assumption that an exogenously given market

tightness equals one means that the relative number of vacancies cannot expand, so overall un-

employment rates become higher. Second, and critical to our inquiry, the inference to be drawn

from Figure B.4 agrees with what we inferred after studying the obverse perturbation of the

LS model in Figure 7; namely, differences in productivity distributions are key to explaining

the puzzle. When we import the LS distributions into the DHHR model, small amounts of

quit turbulence no longer unduly dissuade high-skilled workers with poor productivity draws

to quit and seek better employment opportunities. Hence, the present perturbation disarms

DHHR’s argument for suppressed quit rates and allows the Ljungqvist-Sargent turbulence force

to operate unimpeded. The right panel of Figure B.4 shows how turbulence and unemployment

are positively related until quit turbulence reaches about 30% of layoff turbulence after which

the relationship becomes negative.

Figure B.4: Narrow vs. wide support of productivity distributions in DHHR
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(a) Baseline DHHR (Narrow uniform)
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C Turbulence affecting job market encounters

DHHR assume that after an encounter between a firm and an unemployed worker that does

not result in employment, the worker faces the same risk of losing skills as if she had quit from

a job. They justify this assumption only for its tractability in allowing them to reduce the

number of worker types that they must track. In Figure B.1 of Appendix B, we confirm that

the assumption does not make much of a difference for DHHR’s inference about the turbulence-

unemployment relationship in their model. But when we pursue a parallel analysis in the LS

model as we do here, we find that DHHR’s simplifying assumption has a large impact. We

show this in subsection C.1. To shed light on the forces at work, subsection C.2 undertakes yet

another perturbation exercise that limits the exposure to such risk to the first k̄ periods of an

unemployment spell, after which there is no risk of skill loss during the rest of an unemployment

spell.

To allow for a more general formulation, we assume a distinct probability γe of skill loss

after an unsuccessful job market encounter, while γd continues to denote the probability of skill

loss when quitting from an employment relationship.

C.1 Introducing turbulence for unemployed workers in LS

When unemployed high-skilled workers face a probability γe of losing skills after unsuccesful

job market encounters, the match surplus in (3) of a new job with a high-skilled worker changes

to

sohh(z) = (1− τ)z + gh(z)− [bh + (1− γe)ωhh + γeωlh], (C.6)

where the outside value in brackets reflects the risk of skill loss if the firm and worker do not

enter an employment relationship. The net change of the mass of low-skilled unemployed with

high benefits in (28) changes to

∆ulh = (1− ρr)

{
ρxγd,xehh︸ ︷︷ ︸

1. layoff turbulence

+ (1− ρx)γdνhh[γsehh + γuell]︸ ︷︷ ︸
2. quit turbulence

−λw(θ)(1− νolh)ulh︸ ︷︷ ︸
3. successful matches

+ λw(θ)γeνohhuhh︸ ︷︷ ︸
4. turbulence unempl.

}
− ρrulh, (C.7)

where the new term numbered 4 is the inflow of unemployed high-skilled workers who have just

lost their skills after job market encounters that did not lead to employment.

Turning to a quantitative assessment of turbulence for unemployed workers in the LS model,

we have to take a stand on the different lengths of a model period used in the parameterizations

of LS and DHHR. In the case of the exogenously given layoff risk, the probability of a layoff at
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the semi-quarterly frequency in LS’s model is half of the probability at the quarterly frequency

in DHHR’s model, as discussed in footnote 9. Analogously, but less obviously, for the risk of

skill loss after endogenously determined unsuccessful job market encounters we assume that

γe = 0.5γd in LS’s semi-quarterly model as compared to DHHR’s assumption that γe = γd in

their quarterly model. However, for the record, our conclusion from Figure C.1 remains the

same with or without the latter adjustment. That is, with or without this adjustment, adding

exposure of unemployed workers to risks of skill loss after unsuccessful job market encounters

has sizeable effects on the turbulence-unemployment relationship in the LS model.

As discussed in footnote 3, risk of skill loss after unsuccessful job market encounters was not

part of DHHR’s use of quit turbulence to challenge a Ljungqvist-Sargent positive turbulence-

unemployment relationship. Rather, they adopted it for computational tractability. Hence,

we feel justified in discarding this auxiliary feature of DHHR’s original analysis in order to

focus more sharply on the key explanation to the puzzle – different productivity distributions.

But it is nevertheless tempting to turn on and off their auxiliary assumption in order to shed

further light on the mechanics of our particular matching model, and matching frameworks

more generally. Therefore, we offer the following suggestive decomposition of forces at work.

Figure C.1: Without vs. with turbulence for the unemployed in LS
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(a) Baseline LS (No turbulence unempl.)
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(b) LS + Turbulence unemployed

C.2 Decomposition of forces at work

We seek to isolate two interrelated forces acting when job seekers are exposed to risk of skill loss

after unsuccessful job market encounters in a matching model. First, the mere risk of losing skills

when turning down job opportunities suppresses the return to labor mobility in many frictional

models of labor markets, including the basic McCall (1970) search model where wages are
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drawn from an exogenous offer distribution. Such risks would render job seekers more prone to

accept employment opportunities. We call this the “allocation channel.” Second, the matching

framework contains yet another force when risk of skill loss after an unsuccessful job market

encounter weakens the bargaining position of a worker vis-à-vis a firm and accordingly affects

match surpluses received by firms. That in turn affects vacancy creation via the equilibrium

condition that vacancy posting must break even. We call this the “bargaining channel.”

It presents a challenge to isolate these two channels because everything is related to every-

thing else in an equilibrium. Here we study how equilibrium outcomes change as we vary the

horizon over which the risk of skill loss prevails during an unemployment spell. Thus, after an

unsuccessful job market encounter, let an unemployed worker be exposed to risks of skill losses

for the first k̄ periods of being unemployed and thereafter to suffer no risk of skill loss for the

remainder of that unemployment spell. To illustrate the allocation channel, consider the basic

McCall search model. Starting from k̄ = 0, equilibrium unemployment would initially be sig-

nificantly suppressed for each successive increase in the parameter k̄ because workers anticipate

ever longer periods of effective exposure to risk of skill loss when unemployed; but eventually,

the value of k̄ is so high that it is most unlikely that a worker remains unemployed for such

an extended period of time and hence, a worker’s calculation of the payoff from quitting a job

would hardly be affected by any additional increase in k̄. Thus, in a McCall search model, via

the allocation channel, equilibrium unemployment would hardly change for higher values of k̄.

In contrast, we will find in the LS matching model that unemployment suppression effects that

occur in response to increases in k̄ don’t die out beyond such high values of k̄. We then argue

that those equilibrium outcome effects can be attributed to the bargaining channel.

Notation Let u0
hh denote the mass of high-skilled workers who become unemployed in each

period without losing skills, and let ukhh be the mass of those workers who remain high-skilled

and unemployed after an unemployment duration of k = 1, . . . , k̄ − 1 periods. A final category

uk̄hh includes all workers who remain high-skilled and unemployed after unemployment spells of

at least k̄ periods, i.e., uk̄hh is the mass of unemployed high-skilled workers who no longer face

any risk of skill loss in their current unemployment spells.

Using the same superscript convention, let ωw,khh for k = 0, . . . , k̄ be the future value of

unemployment of an unemployed high-skilled worker in category ukhh, with zkhh and νkhh denoting

the worker’s reservation productivity and rejection probability next period, and for any match

accepted next period, the match surplus is skhh(z) and the initial wage is pkhh(z).

Laws of motion The laws of motion for worker categories ukhh, for k = 0, . . . , k̄ − 1, have

in common that all workers leave the category next period. The inflow to the initial category

u0
hh consists of employed high-skilled workers who experience non-turbulent layoffs or quits,
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including low-skilled employed workers who have just received a skill upgrade. Each successive

category ukhh, for k = 1, . . . , k̄ − 1, receives its inflow from not retired workers in the preceding

category uk−1
hh , those who did not match or experienced non-turbulent rejections of matches:

∆ukhh =



(1− ρr)
[
ρx(1− γd,x)ehh︸ ︷︷ ︸
non-turbulent layoff

+ (1− ρx)νhh(1− γd)(γsehh + γuell)︸ ︷︷ ︸
non-turbulent quit

]
− ukhh if k = 0

(1− ρr)
[

(1− λw(θ))︸ ︷︷ ︸
no match

+ λw(θ)νk−1
hh (1− γe)︸ ︷︷ ︸

non-turbulent rejected match

]
uk−1
hh − ukhh if 0 < k < k̄.

The final category uk̄hh also receives inflows from the preceding category uk̄−1
hh , but now outflows

are only partial. The workers who leave are the retirees and those with accepted matches (those

with rejected matches are no longer affected by turbulence and thus always remain):

∆uk̄hh = (1− ρr)
[
(1− λw(θ)) + λw(θ)ν k̄−1

hh (1− γe)
]
uk̄−1
hh −

[
ρr + (1− ρr)λw(θ)(1− ν k̄hh)

]
uk̄hh.

The law of motion for ulh workers is modified to receive the inflow from the different ukhh
categories that suffered turbulent rejections in their first k̄ periods of unemployment:

∆ulh = (1− ρr)
[
ρxγd,xehh + (1− ρx)νhhγd(γsehh + γuell)︸ ︷︷ ︸

turbulent separations

+λw(θ)γe
k̄−1∑
k=0

νkhhu
k
hh︸ ︷︷ ︸

turbulent rejections

]

− [ρr + (1− ρr)λw(θ)(1− νolh)]ulh.

The law of motion for high-skilled employed workers ehh is adjusted to include those gaining

employment from the different ukhh categories:

∆ehh = (1− ρr)
[
λw(θ)

k̄∑
k=0

(1− νkhh)ukhh︸ ︷︷ ︸
accepted new matches

+ (1− ρx)γu(1− νhh)ell︸ ︷︷ ︸
accepted upgrades

]

− [ρr + (1− ρr)(ρx + (1− ρx)γsνhh)] ehh.

High-skilled unemployed: match surplus, initial wage, and value of unemployment

For a high-skilled worker who remains unemployed after k < k̄ periods, the match surplus of

any job opportunity next period reflects an outside option with risk γe of losing skills if the
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employment relationship is not formed; but after k̄ periods there is no such risk:

skhh(z) =


(1− τ)z + gh(z)−

[
bh + (1− γe)ωw,k+1

hh + γeωwlh + ωf
]

if k < k̄

(1− τ)z + gh(z)−
[
bh + ωw,khh + ωf

]
if k = k̄.

Reservation productivities and rejection probabilities satisfy

skhh(z
k
hh) = 0 , νkhh =

∫ zkhh

−∞
dvh(y) .

The wage in the first period of employment of such a high-skilled worker is

pkhh(z) + gwh (z) = πskhh(z) + bh + (1− γe)ωw,k+1
hh + γeωwlh if k < k̄

pkhh(z) + gwh (z) = πskhh(z) + bh + ωw,khh if k = k̄.

The value of unemployment for a high-skilled worker in his k:th period of unemployment is

equal to bh + ωw,khh , where

ωw,khh =



β
[
λw(θ)

∫ ∞
zkhh

πskhh(y) dvh(y)︸ ︷︷ ︸
match + accept

+λw(θ)(bh + (1− γe)ωw,k+1
hh + γeωwlh)︸ ︷︷ ︸

outside value with match

+ (1− λw(θ))(bh + ωw,k+1
hh )︸ ︷︷ ︸

outside value without match

]
if k < k̄

β
[
λw(θ)

∫ ∞
zkhh

πskhh(y) dvh(y)︸ ︷︷ ︸
match + accept

+ bh + ωw,khh︸ ︷︷ ︸
outside value

]
if k = k̄.

High-skilled employed: match surplus, wage, and joint continuation value The

match surplus for continuing employment of a high-skilled worker reflects the risk of layoffs and

quits that can be affected by turbulence in the form of skill loss. A non-turbulent separation

falls into the initial category of high-skilled unemployed, u0
hh. We adjust match surpluses,

wages, and joint continuation values of these workers to include the new outside value ωw,0hh .

The match surplus of a continuing job with a high-skilled worker is

shh(z) = (1− τ)z + gh(z)− [bh + (1− γd)ωw,0hh + γdωwlh + ωf ]
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and the wage equals

phh(z) + gwh (z) = πshh(z) + bh + (1− γd)ωw,0hh + γdωwlh.

The joint continuation value of a job with a high-skilled worker is

gh(z) = β
[
ρx
(
bh + (1− γd,x)ωw,0hh + γd,xωwlh + ωf

)
+ (1− ρx)(1− γs)((1− τ)z + gh(z))

+ (1− ρx)γs
(
Ehh + νhh

(
bh + (1− γd)ωw,0hh + γdωwlh + ωf

)) ]
.

Since a low-skilled worker faces the possibility of a skill upgrade, we also need to update the

joint continue value of an employed low-skilled worker as follows:

gl(z) = β
[
ρx(bl + ωwll + ωf )

+ (1− ρx)(1− γu)(1− γs)((1− τ)z + gl(z))

+ (1− ρx)(1− γu)γs
(
Ell + νll(bl + ωwll + ωf )

)
+ (1− ρx)γu

(
Ehh + νhh

(
bh + (1− γd)ωw,0hh + γdωwlh + ωf

)) ]
.

Vacancy creation Free entry of firms make a firm’s value ωf of entering the vacancy pool be

zero. With more types of unemployed high-skilled workers, zero-profit condition (15) changes

to become

µ = β
m(θ)

θ
(1− π)

[
ull
u

∫ ∞
zoll

soll(y) dvl(y) +
ulh
u

∫ ∞
zolh

solh(y) dvl(y) +
k̄∑
k=0

ukhh
u

∫ ∞
zkhh

skhh(y) dvh(y)

]
,

where u = ull + ulh +
∑k̄

k=0 u
k
hh.

High-skilled unemployment spells terminated within k̄ periods In each period, a mass

u0
hh of high-skilled workers flows into unemployment. Let φk̄ denote the fraction of these who

will experience unemployment spells of no longer duration than k̄ periods. To enable a recur-

sive computation, define mk
h as the mass of workers who remain high-skilled and unemployed

after k periods, and let mk
l be the accompanying mass that remain unemployed but who have

experienced skill loss by that kth period of unemployment. Given initial conditions m0
h = u0

hh

and m0
l = 0, we compute

mk
h = (1− ρr)

[
1− λw(θ) + λw(θ)νk−1

hh (1− γe)
]
mk−1
h

mk
l = (1− ρr)

[
(1− λw(θ) + λw(θ)νlh)m

k−1
l + λw(θ)νk−1

hh γemk−1
h

]
,
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for k = 1, . . . , k̄;20 and

φk̄ =
u0
hh −mk̄

h −mk̄
l

u0
hh

. (C.8)

Numerical example To illustrate and decompose the forces at work, we set layoff turbulence

equal to γd,x = 0.2 and quit turbulence to γd = εγd,x = 0.1 · γd,x = 0.02. As discussed above,

turbulence for unemployed workers in LS’s semi-quarterly model is assumed to be half of quit

turbulence, i.e., γe = 0.5γd = 0.01.

Figure C.2 depicts two unemployment outcomes in distinct economies that differ only with

respect to the parameter value of k̄, i.e., the length of time over which an unemployed worker is

exposed to the risk of losing skills due to unsuccessful job market encounters. The two outcomes

are the unemployment rate u and the fraction φk̄ of high-skilled entrants into unemployment who

will see their unemployment spells terminated within k̄ periods by either finding employment

or retiring. For each economy indexed by k̄, the value of u can be read off from the dashed line

(in percent on the left scale), and φk̄ from the solid line (as a fraction on the right scale).

Figure C.2: Exposures of unemployed workers in LS to turbulence
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As anticipated from our above discussion of the allocation channel, the unemployment rate

in Figure C.2 is lower in economies with a higher k̄ since longer exposure to risk of skill loss

reduces the return to labor mobility. Hence, fewer high-skilled workers quit their jobs, and

those who do quit will on average move back into employment more quickly. For example,

when k̄ increases from 1 to 9, the unemployment rate falls by half a percentage point. As

noted earlier, the allocation channel would also be operating in the basic McCall search model,

and the unemployment effects of further increases in k̄ there should become muted when the

20Note that mk
h = ukhh for k = 0, . . . , k̄ − 1, while mk̄

h is merely a subset of uk̄hh.
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value of k̄ is set so high that the vast majority of unemployment spells are shorter than k̄

in durations. But, as can be seen in Figure C.2 at k̄ = 9, 90 percent of all unemployment

spells by high-skilled entrants are terminated within k̄ periods, yet the unemployment rate falls

another half a percentage point after further increases in k̄. According to our earlier discussion

of the bargaining channel, there is a force in matching models that is not present in McCall

models. This other force makes it possible for skill losses at unlikely long unemployment spells

to have substantial effects on equilibrium outcomes through its impact on bargaining. The

reason is that even though realizations of such long unemployment spells are rare, the extended

risk of skill loss will weaken the bargaining position of a worker vis-à-vis a firm throughout an

unemployment spell.21

Figure C.3 depicts additional statistics that summarize outcomes across alternative values

of k̄. The positive relationship between k̄ and market tightness indicates how the bargaining

channel tilts match surpluses to firms when the risk of skill loss after unsuccessful job market

encounters weakens the bargaining position of workers. Recall that the equilibrium zero-profit

condition for vacancy posting funnels expected present values of firms’ match surpluses into

vacancy creation. The resulting higher market tightness implies a higher probability that

an unemployed worker encounters a vacancy. Evidently, a worker’s higher match probability

induces low-skilled unemployed workers (as well as employed ones), both those with low and

those with high benefits, to choose higher reservation productivities. The net result is still

a shorter average duration of unemployment spells. And with not much change in a mildly

U-shaped relationship for the job separation rate, we arrive at an unemployment rate that

continues to fall over most of the range in Figure C.2. From these intricacies, we conclude that

the bargaining channel already operates in tandem with the allocation channel over the first

range of k̄ in that figure, but that it operates mostly on its own over the second range where most

entrants of high-skilled workers into unemployment expect to terminate their unemployment

spells well before k̄ periods.

21For another stark example of unlikely events having large effects on equilibrium outcomes through the
bargaining channel, see Ljungqvist and Sargent’s (2017) analysis of alternating-offer wage bargaining as one
way to make unemployment respond sensitively to movements in productivity in matching models. A general
result is that the elasticity of market tightness with respect to productivity is inversely related to a model-specific
“fundamental surplus,” Under alternating-offer bargaining the fundamental surplus is approximately equal to
the difference between productivity and the sum of the value of leisure and a firm’s cost of delay in bargaining.
Thus, the magnitude of the latter cost is a critical determinant of the volatility of unemployment in response
to productivity shocks, even though no such cost will ever be incurred because in equilibrium there will be no
delay in bargaining.
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Figure C.3: More statistics pointing to the “bargaining channel”
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